Parallel evolutionary paths of rove beetle myrmecophiles: replaying a deep-time tape of life
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The rise of ants over the past \(-100\) million years reshaped the biosphere, presenting ecological challenges for many organisms, but also opportunities. No insect group has been so adept at exploiting niches inside ant colonies as the rove beetles (Staphylinidae) — a global clade of \(>64,000\) predominantly free-living predators from which numerous socially parasitic 'myrmecophile' lineages have emerged. Myrmecophilous staphylinids are specialized for colony life through changes in behavior, chemistry, anatomy, and life history that are often strikingly convergent, and hence potentially adaptive for this symbiotic way of life. Here, we examine how the interplay between ecological pressures and molecular, cellular, and neurobiological mechanisms shape the evolutionary trajectories of symbiotic lineages in this ancient, convergent system.

Introduction

Convergent systems, where organismal clades have recurrently evolved similar phenotypes, are the focus of intense scrutiny in evolutionary biology \([1,2]\). The repeated evolution of analogous features under similar selection pressures is often taken as evidence of adaptation, and raises questions about the extent of determinism in the emergence of novel traits. Among the most striking and widely studied convergent systems are clades exhibiting a high frequency of repetitive evolution. These include host plant ecotypes and color morphs of \(Timema\) stick insects \([3,4]\), recurrent losses of defensive traits in freshwater sticklebacks \([5,6]\), and cichlid ecomorphs in African Great Lakes \([7]\). A common property of these systems is their comparatively young recency, the convergent lineages often sharing a common ancestor as recently as \(\approx10^8\) to \(10^9\) years ago. This relative recency implies similar ancestral genomic starting conditions across lineages, a feature likely to elevate their probability of converging \([8,9]\). In multiple other convergent systems, the likelihood of convergence is increased instead by the focal traits sharing a relatively simple genetic architecture. Examples include toxin resistance by protective mutations in orthologous Na\(^+\) pumps and channels \([10–12]\), or the evolution of venoms via repeated recruitment of paralogs from the same gene families \([13]\).

In contrast to these examples, cases of convergent evolution of highly complex traits evolving at high frequency across evolutionary ancient clades are scarce. One compelling example, however, is the rove beetles (Staphylinidae). This clade of \(64,000\) species, comprising Metazoa's most speciose family, is composed predominantly of free-living predators that have radiated extensively in leaf litter and soil habitats across the planet \([14]\). From this ancestral condition, numerous lineages — perhaps hundreds — have evolved into symbionts that exploit the colonies of social insects, ants in particular \([15–18]\). Termed 'myrmecophiles', ant-symbiotic rove beetles provide one of the most dramatic cases of deep-time convergent evolution. Repeatedly, myrmecophilous rove beetles have evolved that exhibit relatively stereotyped behavioral, chemical, anatomical, and life history modifications, adapting the beetles to socially parasitic niches inside colonies. Some of these convergent lineages share a common ancestor \(>10^8\) years ago \([19–21]\). Studies in other convergent systems have investigated whether parallel mechanisms explain phenotypic convergence across lineages, focusing on the genomic, molecular, and cellular phenomena underlying trait development or function \([22]\). Here, we extend this question to rove beetles, enquiring how such
mechanisms may combine with ecological forces to shape the phenotypes and fates of symbiont lineages.

**Emergence of a deep-time convergent system**

The rise of ants in terrestrial ecosystems over the past ~100 million years placed tremendous selection pressure on other taxa, but also created exploitable, resource-rich niches for species that could accommodate or attenuate ant aggression [23]. Myrmecophilous organisms specialized for colony infiltration have evolved in many arthropod groups [17,24], but the greatest number of origins of this lifestyle occurs in the Staphylinidae. Myrmecophily has arisen in 9 of 32 staphylinid subfamilies, the majority of lineages clustered into the 2 largest: Aleocharinae (~17 000 species) and Pselaphinae (~10 000 species) [18]. Why these groups? The ancestral lifestyle in both clades is free living. Phenotypically, however, members of both subfamilies sport a suite of traits posited to enable their coexistence in ant-dominated habitats, and which secondarily outfit the beetles for facultative colony exploitation. These traits are a predatory diet, small body size, and, perhaps most critically, robust defenses to counter ant aggression [18]. In Pselaphinae, ant defense is physical, stemming from a thick, internally reinforced integument and the ability to conglobate (fold into a protective ball) [19]. In Aleocharinae, defense is chemical, the beetles possessing a benzoquinone-secreting tergal gland that is targetable, and can be directly smeared on ants during hostile interactions [25–28].

These plesiomorphic traits can be regarded as ‘potentiations’ that facilitated opportunistic entry of free-living lineages into a new adaptive zone — the ant colony [18]. Crucially, however, the phenotypic ground plans of both clades also seem to have provided versatile material for subsequent specialization inside the nest. The outcome has been a set of relatively repeatable evolutionary trajectories, manifesting as ecomorphs adapted to comparable niches inside colonies of different ant species [16,18] (Figure 1). In an extension of this scenario, termite colonies have also been exploited, giving rise to convergent lineages of termitophiles (Figure 1). Below, we describe parallel evolutionary processes hypothesized to have shaped the adaptation of rove beetles to social insect colonies. We focus primarily on Aleocharinae, where more is known.

**Evolution of chemical integration**

The evolutionary transition from a free-living predator to a social symbiont is a multifaceted transformation of the phenotype (Figure 2 and 3). Common to perhaps all but the least specialized myrmecophiles are changes in chemistry and behavior that adapt rove beetles to colony-associated niches. Chemosensation is perhaps the principal modality by which ants respond to other organisms; hence, changes in chemistry enabling staphylinids to circumvent ant aggression are likely among the earliest steps toward specialization. The primary cues used by ants for nestmate recognition are cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs) — blends of very long chain alkanes and alkenes (C25–C40) that coat the body (Figure 2a). Present in all insects as a barrier against desiccation, ants and other eusocial insects exapted CHCs as contact cues, resulting in complex gestalt chemical profiles used for nestmate discrimination [29]. Through the interaction of genetic and environmental factors, the blend of hydrocarbons varies not only between ant species but also between conspecific nests [29,30], and it is generally accepted that at least a subset of CHCs mediates nestmate recognition.

Unsurprisingly, the literature contains multiple examples of myrmecophiles (and termitophiles) that seemingly mimic their hosts’ CHC profile [31], including several rove beetles [32–37]. CHC mimicry is likely a convergent feature of the majority of aleocharines that are at least partly socially integrated inside host colonies, but the mechanistic bases of CHC mimicry nevertheless remain murky. Two mechanistic explanations are commonly put forward: innate mimicry, where the beetle synthesizes a mimetic CHC profile de novo, and acquired chemical mimicry, where the beetle reduces or silences endogenous CHC production, creating a chemical blank slate onto which host-derived CHCs may be horizontally transferred (Figure 2b) [38]. Although widely invoked, these opposing mechanisms remain to be demonstrated unequivocally. For example, some highly integrated aleocharines of both Neotropical and South-East Asian army ants exhibit near-identical CHC profiles to their hosts [34,35] — a purported consequence of host CHC acquisition via frequent grooming interactions with workers. Grooming behavior (Figure 2b) is observed widely in aleocharines associated with army ants and some other host taxa [16,39–42], but its relation to chemical mimicry nevertheless remains ambiguous. To date, all studied cases of myrmecophile chemical mimicry have relied on indirect methods to ascertain the source of the myrmecophile’s CHCs. Inference is typically based on whether novel CHCs are acquired when the myrmecophile is introduced to colonies, or retained or lost following isolation from ants [e.g. 43–45]. Yet, such observations do not preclude alternative mechanisms: endogenous CHC production may be plastic, with synthesis of a mimetic profile occurring only in the presence of hosts (giving the impression of horizontal acquisition); conversely, host-derived CHCs might be stably maintained on the body for a significant time (giving the illusion of endogenous biosynthesis).

Experiments with a myrmecophilous *Malayatetura* silverfish, in which isotopically labeled alkanes were placed
Onto host workers, and were seen to transfer onto the silverfish’s body, indicate that compounds can indeed be acquired from hosts, but the origin of the mimetic CHCs themselves has proven elusive [44]. Verifying the source of CHCs — whether myrmecophile or host — can be more directly established on the premise that different dietary sources of carbon and hydrogen, as well as the different pathways of carbon and hydrogen routing during CHC biosynthesis, should produce distinct $^{13}$C and $^2$H incorporation patterns, thus exposing their origins. Strong support for the innate versus acquired mimicry models may therefore come from using compound-specific isotope analysis [46] to determine the $\delta^{13}$C or $\delta^2$H values of host and myrmecophile CHCs.

At the cellular level, how CHC mimicry is achieved is still more obscure. Recent studies have delineated a conserved CHC pathway in insects that is likely the target for adaptive changes in CHC production (Figure 2c). The CHC pathway uses fatty acid synthase enzymes (FASNs) to convert units of acetyl- and malonyl-CoA into medium-chain fatty acids, which are then increased in chain length by elongase enzymes (ELOs). Subsequent reduction by fatty acyl-CoA reductases (FARs) and decarbonylation by a 4G-class cytochrome P450 (CYP4G) yield very long chain alkanes; desaturase and methyltransferase enzymes can further modify CHCs into alkenes or methyl-branched alkanes [47]. The CHC pathway is expressed in oenocytes — specialized secretory cells, typically distributed in the insect abdomen [48]. To date, no studies have examined the CHC pathway or oenocytes of myrmecophiles. Based on findings in ants, CHC profiles are highly evolvable [49], and in insects more broadly they can exhibit significant phenotypic plasticity [50]. Mimetic CHC profiles may thus be relatively facile to achieve during evolution, raising the possibility of parallel changes underlying CHC profiles in myrmecophiles. Adaptive molecular evolution in CHC pathway components in myrmecophilous lineages relative to free-living outgroups has thus far not been demonstrated. We speculate that cases of innate mimicry may be correlated with duplication or accelerated birth and death within CHC pathway enzyme families, or signatures of positive selection in sequences of specific enzymes. In contrast, the reduction or loss of endogenous CHC production required for acquired chemical mimicry may typically arise from diminished expression or pseudogenization/loss of CHC pathway components, or perhaps reduction or loss of oenocytes.
CHC mimicry and life history tradeoffs

The mode of CHC mimicry likely has major ramifications for myrmecophile life history, influencing both the degree of integration inside colonies and the ability to survive away from them. The complexity and plasticity of ant CHC profiles imply that innate mechanisms of chemical mimicry are unlikely to yield a perfectly matched CHC profile. Consequently, myrmecophiles that employ innate CHC mimicry as the principal means of countering host aggression may be relatively weakly socially integrated. There is a tradeoff, however, because the dual role of CHCs as anti-desiccants [30] means such species may not be unremittingly dependent on host colonies. Dispersal may be unchallenging for these species, their one-template-fits-all CHC profile permitting ready (albeit peripheral) association with newly encountered colonies of the same host, or perhaps even a range of chemically similar host species. Such a pattern of host promiscuity is seen in weakly integrated species of Drusilla, Zyras, Tetradonia [35], and Pella [51], some members of the latter genus being culturable for long periods away from host colonies.

In contrast, acquired chemical mimicry can achieve near-perfect chemical resemblance, minimizing hostility toward the myrmecophile. Perfect template matching presumably facilitates deeper penetration of the colony, access to novel trophic resources such as brood, as well as the potential for social interactions. The tradeoff is that such species can become obligately tied to host colonies, strikingly evident in the high mortality of certain species within hours to days of being removed from nests [39,42]. Continual acquisition of host CHCs, in their additional role as anti-desiccants, may underlie this tight dependence, but other, currently unknown host-derived cues may also contribute. The energetic investment in behaviors thought to underlie host CHC acquisition, such as grooming, seem to be huge: under experimental observation, some army ant-associated aleocharines groom workers almost...
constantly [39,52], while grooming accounts for 50–60% of the
time budget of the Liometopum-associated aleocharine Septo-
bius [42]. Dispersal of such species can be massively con-
strained, with loss of flight being a common (though not
universal) trait. During their evolutionary specialization, per-
haps the majority of myrmecophile and termitephile lineages
navigate this life history tradeoff stemming from innate versus
acquired CHC mimicry.

Biosynthetic innovation
Beyond modifications to CHC biosynthesis, a con-
vergent feature of most rove beetle myrmecophiles is
the secretion of chemicals that actively manipulate ant
behavior. The beetles’ short elytra expose a flexible
abdomen that has been repurposed as a gland-bearing
behavior [56]. Two further
species, in this case associated with Lasius spathepus, are
thought to synthesize the terpene citronellal — the
host’s alarm pheromone [57]. Terpene synthesis has also
been reported in two L. fuliginosus-associated Zyras
species that produce α-pinene, β-pinene, myrcene, and
limonene, possibly mimicking cues of ant-mutualist
aphids [58]. In our own work on the tergal gland of the
Liometopum myrmecophile Liometeusmenus, we have
observed production of aromatic esters that seem to
intoxicate ants, impairing locomotion. These examples
show that chemical strategies employed by beetles will
often match the peculiarities of host ant biology. Pre-
sently, nothing is known about the genetic mechanisms
that reprogram the tergal gland to produce novel com-
ounds. How the transcriptomes and gene regulatory
architectures of the BQ and solvent cells differ between
Dalotia and myrmecophilous taxa may reveal genomic
substrates that enable tergal gland pathways to undergo
further modifications, yielding new chemistries.

In addition to modifying the tergal gland, novel ab-
dominal exocrine organs have emerged in many myrm-
ecophiles and termitephiles. Often — but not always
— their appearance is coupled to the degeneration of the
tergal gland, implying that the latter structure and its
chemistry are no longer of utility, but that other com-
pound types have instead been recruited for the sym-
biosis. Most unique glands have only been characterized
anatomically, typically only in gross detail, but their re-
peated evolution in symbiont lineages implies functional
relevance to this lifestyle [16,18]. In a few cases, func-
tions have been inferred. Some secrete so-called ‘ap-
peasement compounds’ on which ants feed, and which
appear to attenuate ant aggression (Figure 2e). Appea-
sement secretions have been documented from a novel
gland at the abdominal tip of some Lomechusini, in-
cluding certain Pella [56, 59], and Lomechusa and allied
genera [60,61]. An analogous appeasement gland and
associated behavior have been reported in the distantly
related Dinarda (Oxypodini) [62]. Chemical appease-
ment may be transiently deployed by otherwise weakly
integrated species to counteract detection by hosts
[56,59,62]. Appeasement may also facilitate initial colony
entry in more tightly integrated species [60,61], poten-
tially to pacify aggression before acquisition of the host
CHC profile.

Lomechusa and allies also bear segmentally repeated
‘adoption’ glands, secretions from which induce workers
to carry beetles into brood galleries where they oviposit
(Figure 2f) [60]. This pattern of interaction is evocative of
brood recognition, or perhaps of a food item to be
provided to brood (an explanation for the treatment of
the pselaphine Claviger testaceus inside colonies [63]). Hijacking
chemical cues mediating brood care has been proposed for the
Aenictus-associated Trichotobia gracilis
and Rosciszewska gracilis, each of which bear unique
abdominal glands that may produce ant larva-specific compounds [34]. The identities and mechanisms of action on the ant nervous system are, however, unknown for any of the substances emanating from novel aleocharine glands, which represent a frontier for biosynthetic and neurobiological exploration.

Evidence for multisensory mimicry
All indications point to chemistry playing a preeminent role in successful colony exploitation. Yet, nestmate recognition may be a multi-layered phenomenon involving additional sensory modalities. Tactile or mechanical cues, in particular, may be relevant in some ants, and have been invoked to explain the dramatic myrmecoid (ant-mimicking) body plans of army ant myrmecophiles (Figure 1). The myrmecoid ecomorph has arisen at least a dozen times independently in Aleocharinae, in clades targeting almost all known doryline army ant genera, as well as scattered non-doryline hosts [21]. The physogastric form of termitophiles has also evolved on multiple occasions (Figure 1) [16,64]. Both ecomorphs are among the most tightly integrated symbionts known, and their mimetic body shapes have been argued to confer tactile mimicry [16,18,37,41,65]. Further support for tactile nestmate recognition and its mimicry has recently emerged in socially parasitic ants. Malagasy Pheidole ants comprise an endemic radiation in which one clade has evolved to parasitize multiple other distantly related Pheidole hosts. Through detailed morphometric study, it was revealed that the sizes and shapes of certain parasitic Pheidole body parts had evolved to match those of their hosts [66]. All evidence for anatomical/tactile mimicry nevertheless remains circumstantial, and efforts are needed to experimentally demonstrate that ants truly surveil features of nestmate anatomy, providing a selective agent for changes in symbiont form. The evolutionary correlation between anatomical resemblance of hosts and intimate social acceptance is, however, compelling, and implies that many of the most specialized lineages have experienced parallel selection to achieve host-like morphology. The correlation is not absolute, however, since anatomically non-mimetic symbionts can also be tightly integrated. Potentially, the latter taxa may rely more heavily on chemical strategies, such as appeasement, than attaining what might approximate ‘nestmate status’ through combined CHC and anatomical resemblance [67].

Neural basis of host recognition and social interaction
The adjustment to life inside colonies involves integrated changes in chemistry and behavior, modifications in each enabling subsequent changes in the other. Association with hosts requires recognition of and attraction to host-derived cues, but the nature of these stimuli, and the sensorimotor pathways that detect them and execute behavioral responses remain unstudied. Aleocharine myrmecophiles have been shown to eavesdrop on long-range colony cues that guide dispersal and host finding (Figure 3a). Multiple genera have convergently evolved to follow chemical foraging trails of ants [68,69], while others reportedly track volatile plumes of colony odors [70]. In addition, short-range or contact-based detection of individual ants occurs; based on studies in other insect symbionts, ant CHCs are candidate recognition cues [71–73].

A remarkable and convergent feature of myrmecophilous aleocharines is how such recognition cues are interpreted as attractive stimuli, promoting social interactions. Direct engagement with ants via stereotyped behavioral sequences such as grooming, trophallaxis, appeasement and other physical or phoretic actions contrasts dramatically with the typically aversive response that most insects display toward ants (Figure 3b). In free-living aleocharines, ant encounters elicit deployment of the tergal gland [25,26,28], combined with a rapid escape (Figure 3c). Myrmecophilous lineages have thus seemingly undergone a behavioral reversal toward these cues. Indeed, some species capable of chemically appeasing hosts do so despite retaining a functional tergal gland with primitive benzoquinone defensive chemistry [25,56,59,61,62,74]. This ability to select between glands for appeasement or defense implies a capacity for decision-making based on the perception of host cues. Evolution of valence toward chemosensory cues has been described between Drosofila species, and traced to changes in central brain circuitry [75,76]. We posit that across convergent myrmecophile lineages, parallel valence changes have occurred in sensorimotor pathways responsible for the perception of ant cues. The altered valence has rendered such cues attractive, or at least non-aversive and responsible for promoting interspecies social behaviors. Possible neurobiological mechanisms underlying valence evolution in interspecies contexts are discussed by Kanwal and Parker in this issue of COIS [77].

Mechanisms of host specificity
Aleocharine myrmecophiles commonly target a narrow host range, with highly integrated species often associating with single ant species. For example, each of at least a dozen myrmecoid clades parasitize single army ant genera, with beetle species within these clades usually associating with one ant species [21,78]. In the tribe Sceptobiini, the two constituent genera are thought to have speciated via co-cladogenesis with Liometopum host ants [42,79]. Even members of some relatively weakly integrated taxa, such as Pella and Tetradonia, can have extremely narrow host ranges [51,80]. The narrowing of host range is likely a self-reinforcing phenomenon: phenotypic changes that enable more effective exploitation of specific hosts may be
adaptive, but can also confine the subsequent selective environment, triggering further iterations of this process. Such 'runaway specialization' [81] has been posited to select for more efficient neural mechanisms of host finding. Myrmecophiles likely use short range/contact cues from ant bodies — potentially CHCs — for host recognition and to initiate social-symbiotic behaviors. (b) Examples of behavioral interactions between myrmecophiles and hosts: confusing otherwise aggressive ants (for example via alarm pheromone release), chemical appeasement, grooming, soliciting adoption and oral trophallaxis. (c) Ancestrally, aleocharine rove beetles respond to perceived threats like ants by deploying their tergal gland and fleeing. (d) Enforced specificity. Many host ant dispersal and recognition cues that may be detected by myrmecophiles are not ant species-specific. Other ant species may therefore be compatible with the sensory recognition system employed by the myrmecophile. The potential novel host may nevertheless recognize the myrmecophiles as an outsider and reject it, thereby enforcing host specificity. (e, f) Long-term obligate specialization on ants is coupled to phenotypic changes that may hinder reversion to the free-living condition. Myrmecophile lineages show reduced fecundity but increased investment in single offspring. (e) Reductive evolution occurs, evident in recurrent loss of flight, vision, and mouthpart minimization. (f) Some of these changes may be adaptive, others arising from genetic drift in small populations under relaxed selection.

Parallel behavioral and life history evolution in myrmecophile rove beetles. (a) Myrmecophiles associate ant cues with positive valence, and are attracted to long-range cues such as nest odors and trail pheromones, which facilitate host finding. Myrmecophiles likely use short range/contact cues from ant bodies — potentially CHCs — for host recognition and to initiate social-symbiotic behaviors. (b) Examples of behavioral interactions between myrmecophiles and hosts: confusing otherwise aggressive ants (for example via alarm pheromone release), chemical appeasement, grooming, soliciting adoption and oral trophallaxis. (c) Ancestrally, aleocharine rove beetles respond to perceived threats like ants by deploying their tergal gland and fleeing. (d) Enforced specificity. Many host ant dispersal and recognition cues that may be detected by myrmecophiles are not ant species-specific. Other ant species may therefore be compatible with the sensory recognition system employed by the myrmecophile. The potential novel host may nevertheless recognize the myrmecophiles as an outsider and reject it, thereby enforcing host specificity. (e, f) Long-term obligate specialization on ants is coupled to phenotypic changes that may hinder reversion to the free-living condition. Myrmecophile lineages show reduced fecundity but increased investment in single offspring. (e) Reductive evolution occurs, evident in recurrent loss of flight, vision, and mouthpart minimization. (f) Some of these changes may be adaptive, others arising from genetic drift in small populations under relaxed selection.

First, the close physical association of myrmecophiles with territorial host colonies may limit interactions with other ant species — a restriction possibly extending to the poorly documented dispersal mechanisms of many myrmecophiles. For flightless species, these may include vertical transmission during colony fission (e.g. some
symbionts of army ants), phoresy on foundresses, or dispersal along chemical foraging trails. Even flighted genera, such as Homoeusa, have been found to diligently follow host trails 20 m from colonies [69]. Compounding these constraints is the inviability of some species when isolated from ants for even short time periods, discussed above [39,42]. For these reasons, opportunities for interactions with alternative hosts may be vanishingly scarce for certain species. Second, should such interactions occur, incompatibility of CHCs or other cues may lead to rejection. In this way, host specificity may be externally enforced through negative fitness interactions with alternative hosts (Figure 3d). Evidence consistent with enforced specificity is seen in Maculinea butterflies, where adopted larvae experience drastic differences in survival inside nests of different Myrmica species [86], their CHCs likely determining the outcome [87]. Similarly, in aleocharines, Lomechusa pubicollis is attracted to odors of different Myrmica species, which show different levels of aggression toward the beetle [60]. These examples argue against pronounced sensory specialization on optimal hosts, and instead imply that some myrmecophiles can exhibit latent promiscuity: a potential to associate with alternative hosts, even if these interactions incur negative fitness. Enforced specificity may even be the norm if myrmecophiles eavesdrop on compounds such as alarm pheromones. These chemicals are often shared by related ant species or even members of different subfamilies; hence, their reliability for optimal host-finding or following may be far from absolute.

The fates of symbiotic lineages

Once a lineage undergoes the transition to myrmecophily, its long-term evolutionary fate is likely contingent on several factors. These include persistence of its host, its ability to host switch, and life history attributes that impact population genetic processes. Deep-time host associations, dating to the Cretaceous or even Jurassic, have been proposed for aleocharine termiteophiles of the tribes Trichopseniini and Corotocini based on the present-day zoogeography of hosts and beetles [16]. Discovery of fossilized trichopseniines in mid-Cretaceous amber [88] is consistent with the age of this tribe, but inconclusive with respect to the fidelity of these beetles host associations over time. The largest clades of obligate myrmecophiles — the clavigerite pselaphine rove beetles [89], haeteriine histerids [90], and paussine carabids [91] — show a pervasive pattern of host-switching across phylogeny, with transitions occurring between novel host ant taxa up to the subfamily level. Host switching facilitates speciation, prevents symbionts undergoing coextinction with hosts, and has presumably contributed to the antiquity of these ancient myrmecophile clades and their radiation into hundreds of species [90,92]. Host switching presents a paradox, in that species that are overtly specialized on certain hosts nevertheless seem adept at moving to new ones. For speciose myrmecophile clades, an explanation may be that the strategy these beetles use to integrate into colonies, as well as their physiology and life history, are sufficiently plastic to be compatible with alternative ant hosts (‘ecological fitting’ [93]). In Aleocharinae, switching to phylogenetically distant hosts is, in general, nowhere near as pronounced, being largely confined to weakly integrated genera such as Drusilla and Zyras [94] (some of which may in reality be facultatively myrmecophilous), and to a lesser extent Pella, which targets four host genera from two ant subfamilies [51]. Restricted host associations correlate with the relatively low species richness of individual clades of aleocharine myrmecophiles and termiteophiles, and hints at barriers to moving to novel hosts, potentially related to the enforcement of specificity hypothesized above.

At present, we have little knowledge of how narrow host ranges impact symbiont lineage persistence. The most specialized lineages seem to have experienced selection for modified life histories that channel reproductive investment into few, high-quality offspring. The outcome is manifest in the production of giant eggs, each almost filling the female abdomen — a convergent feature of myrmecoid species [95] — as well as remarkable viviparity seen in physogastric termiteophiles [96] (Figure 3e). Numerical reduction of progeny may promote both offspring and host viability, but also contribute to the seeming natural rarity of many highly specialized symbionts. The pull of specialization is coupled to reductive losses of features critical in free-living species, including the tergal gland, flight capacity, robust predatory mouthparts, and in some cases vision (Figure 3f) [18]. In socially parasitic ants, marked losses of chemoreceptors have been demonstrated [97,98]; eye loss in some myrmecophiles implies comparable degenerate evolution of staphylinid sensory systems. The shedding of obsolete free-living features may initially be adaptive, but likely imposes constraints on gene flow leading to small effective population sizes. If genetic drift rather than natural selection dominates, genome erosion may ensue. The most extreme cases may be species hypothesized to undergo vertical transmission with host colonies — analogous to heritable endosymbiotic bacteria that are terminally confined to host insect lineages [99]. The genomic consequences of long-term obligate host dependence have yet to be surveyed in rove beetle myrmecophiles.

Conclusion

Rove beetles comprise an ancient system of complex evolutionary convergence in which numerous lineages have transitioned from free-living organisms into obligate symbionts of social insect colonies. From a relatively conserved chemical and behavioral ground plan, adaptive changes in pheromonal and glandular chemistry
have evolved in parallel across symbiont lineages, facilitating mimicry and host manipulation; these have arisen in coordination with parallel changes in behavior that enable the beetles to interact socially with hosts. Future comparative studies, involving both symbiotic taxa and free-living outgroups, are needed to illuminate the molecular, cellular, and neurobiological substrates that have been remodeled to enable the repeated emergence of these symbiotic lifestyles. Examination of the population genetic forces that shape myrmecophile life histories may shed light on the fates of symbiotic lineages.
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The authors investigate neural differences in two species of fruit fly (*D. melanogaster* and *D. sechellia*) to understand the specialization of *D. sechellia* on noni fruit. They uncover higher sensitivity in tuning of an odorant receptor in *D. sechellia* to the volatile cues generated by noni fruit. They also observe differences in central circuit connectivity in *D. sechellia*. The changes in odorant receptor tuning and circuit wiring together likely underlie attraction to noni fruit in *D. sechellia*.


The authors demonstrate local variation in survival rates of an obligate ant social parasite with different potential hosts and how variable CHCs in the symbiont correlate with these survival patterns. These data suggest that chemical integration with a particular host also enforces specialization, as other potentially competing symbiotic partners exclude symbionts based on their chemical phenotype.


Zhou et al. report the discovery of a mid-Cretaceous myrmecophile: a harvester ant-associated beetle recovered from Burmese amber, a deposit that houses the earliest known definitive ants. The antiquity of the fossil, combined with the absence in Burmese amber of ant subfamilies that host haertnerie beetles today, implies that host-switching has been key to the long-term persistence and species richness of certain myrmecophile clades.


This paper discusses evidence for widespread host switching in clavigerite pselaphines — a species-rich myrmecophile clade, and argues that ecological fitting may underlie the ability of these beetles to associate with novel hosts.


Wasmann W: Zur Kenntniss der Gäste der Treibermesme und ihrer Wirte am obem Congo, nach den Sammlungen und
References 97 and 98 document large-scale losses of chemoreceptors in socially parasitic ants, implying that these species have experienced reductive evolutionary changes in the chemosensory systems, a probable consequence of their symbiotic lifestyle.


